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Riding the Wave: Open Access, Digital Publishing, and the Undergraduate Thesis
Opening Keynote: USETDA 2013 Conference - 25 July 2013
Char Miller, Pomona College1
I am deeply grateful to Marisa Ramirez and the USETDA for the opportunity to speak to you
today, and doubly so to my esteemed colleagues Char Booth, Sean Stone, and Allegra Swift for
schooling me on the intricacies of and pedagogical opportunities embedded within
contemporary information literacy and digital librarianship. Their impact – collective and
individual – on me, my students, and on the five-college Environmental Analysis program in
Claremont, has been transformative.
But then librarians and libraries always have been an important part of my life. My mother was a
librarian, starting as a volunteer at our elementary school in Darien CT, and ultimately
organizing and stewarding the school district’s library system. So these special educational
places, along with the local public library, became my second home. That was in part because
of the enticing riches they contained (all those Bobbs Merrill childhood biographies, rip-roaring
adventure tales, National Geographics; all those words!) And in part because of what they did
not allow: in the library, my caterwauling parents had to Be Quiet. That silence was golden.
Yet the world of books my mother introduced me to and the hushed sanctuaries in which they
were housed are not the same environments they once appeared to be. USETD librarians know
much better than I how dramatic the shift has been, how tectonic has been its jolting power. The
flow of information into and out of libraries – the kinds of data now available, the varied formats
in which it is delivered, who has access to it (and who does not) – is changing the way we read,
study, research, and archive this material, and the physical and virtual contexts in which these
activities occur.2
A Tale of Two Theses
It has also upended how we teach, or at least it should. As an example of this overturning,
consider the context in which two undergraduate theses were researched, written, and
completed – 36 years apart.
1975 – That was the year I researched and wrote my senior thesis at Pitzer College, the
youngest of the Claremont Consortium. It probed the political activism of Alfred Mitchell
Bingham, editor and publisher of Common Sense, a left-of-center magazine in the New Deal era
that spoke to and for those who hoped to push President Franklin Roosevelt into enacting even
more progressive reforms. That project was the impetus for my dissertation, “Fathers and Sons:
The Bingham Family and American Reform,” an exploration of five generations of that
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distinguished family, which included missionaries in the Pacific, a Connecticut senator who
earlier had rediscovered Machu Picchu, and Alfred Bingham’s son, Jonathan, a civil rights
lawyer who had been implicated in the failed effort to free George Jackson from San Quentin
prison. Luckily, Temple University Press thought it had the makings of a book, and after
considerable revisions, the volume appeared in 1982.3
That’s a wonderful trajectory, to be sure, but what about the thesis itself? How was it written and
evaluated? Who has read it and where now is it located? There was no required thesis class at
Pitzer when I was a student there, no formal way by which I was introduced into the mysteries –
as they then appeared – of academic scholarship. When the project was completed, I defended
it in the office of my first reader, political scientist Lucian Marquis, with three historians also
squeezed into that tiny space. They read my thesis, my mother and father may have done so,
but I cannot imagine anyone else has because it was not – and is not – available. A colleague at
Pitzer mentioned that a copy is located in that college’s archives, and I know I donated mine to
Special Collections of the Honnold/Mudd Library of the Claremont Colleges; either way, it is
interred.
2011 – My students’ experience with the thesis process is decidedly different. Consider another
Pitzer graduate, Mary Ferguson’11, who wrote her study of “Sediment Removal from the San
Gabriel Mountains” under my direction. She enrolled in the required thesis class at Pomona
College, EA 191, the syllabus of which included three class sessions with Information
Literacy/Digital librarians (the aforementioned Booth, Stone, and Swift); she and her peers were
required as well to set up subsequent meetings with subject-relevant reference librarians to
learn more about the tools and data sets that available to them. The first in-class assignment
that Mary and her compatriots completed was to read and critique earlier theses as a way to
introduce them to the level of analysis their predecessors had achieved (or not), to enter into an
intellectual dialog with these young scholars, and to set the baseline for their work to come.
Over the semester, the students also presented their work to their peers, including a final public
presentation before the campus and community. The final requirement, which I instituted in
2011, was the posting of the finished thesis on The Claremont Colleges Library’s open-access
site, scholarship.claremont.edu.
It turns out that this latter requirement has proved to have pedagogic legs, that is, it is continuing
to affirm the students’ evolving sense of accomplishment. “By the way,” Mary wrote me in May
2013, “my thesis has been doing surprisingly well, at last count it had about 270 downloads and
I was listed as one of the most popular authors in both the Forest Management Commons and
Natural Resources Economics Commons.”4
Mary’s scholarship is not the most heavily downloaded by any means:
•
•

KellyAnn Murphy ’11, Analysis of Biodiesel Quality Using Reversed Phase HighPerformance Liquid Chromatography – 1338
Megan Turner ‘11, Is LEED a True Leader? Studying the Effectiveness of LEED
Certification in Encouraging Green Building – 839
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•
•
•

Joyce Lee ‘11 – Get Your Butt Off the Ground!: Consequences of Cigarette Waste and
Litter-Reducing Methods – 821
Samantha Kanofsky ‘09, Whole Foods: Renewable Energy Credits, Green Business,
and Capitalist Approaches to Climate Change – 801
Emery Donovan ’11, – Day to Day Change Making: The Transformative Potential of
Dumpster Diving – 800

As impressive as those numbers are, deciphering their significance is difficult as it is not yet
possible to determine who is downloading the theses and to what ends they are putting this
work. That aside, the most striking result is what this information conveys to the students.
Knowing that so many people are reading her work led Mary Ferguson to recognize its ongoing
value, confirmation for why the Environmental Analysis Program decided that all senior theses
must be posted on scholarship.claremont.edu: “I wish I had more time with it to add more
content and polish it up a bit, but I'm thinking of writing some sort of follow up on the whole
thing.” Open Access opened her up to a world to which she did not know she could contribute.5
Why Push Open Access for Undergraduate Research?
Open Access (OA) is largely associated with faculty scholarship. Faculty and librarians have
been using OA as a way to break down for-profit publishing monopolies and the insidious
barriers that this has created for the creation, transmission, distribution, and consumption of
ideas and information.
SPARC – the Scholarly Publishing and Academic Resources Coalition – has been a powerful
advocate for such openness. Because, as it notes, “Different stakeholders in the system of
scholarly communications can and will benefit from no restricted access to research and data,”
its list of OA’s advantages is definitive and revelatory6
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Researchers as authors: immediate visibility for research output and thus increased
visibility and usage of their results. Open Access may even lead to an increase of
impact.
Researchers looking for information: access to literature everywhere, not only from a
campus but also from any site with wifi access.
Funding agencies: increased return on investment (ROI), increased visibility.
Universities & research institutes: greater visibility, clearer management information.
Libraries: increased access for target audience, financially a more attractive model than
the current subscription model.
Teachers & students: unrestricted access to material, enriched education, allowing
equality of learning in poor as well as in rich nations.
Science: enhanced and accelerated research cycle.
Citizens & society: access to knowledge / access to the results of publicly funded
research.
Enterprises: access to critical information.
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•

Publishers: transparent business model, ultimate online article distribution, ultimate
visibility for articles.

What SPARC has done, and brilliantly so, is to identify the universe of idea generation and
denote who should control its meaning, flow, and accessibility. Yet this listing also creates a topdown dynamic of its own, no less inimical than that which it purports to disrupt. It privileges
faculty control over the production of knowledge. These individuals, and the professional
organizations to which they belong, are the experts, the key definer of what constitutes
legitimate research and knowledge.
This privilege and status grants them power, power that is then revealed in the most common
critiques of undergraduate (and graduate) OA publication. Some, but not all, scientific disciplines
fear releasing data before the faculty is ready to publish. In the Humanities, Social Sciences,
and Sciences there is also assertion that student scholarship is immature and unpolished, drafts
not-ready-for-primetime. These worries embody as well the often unstated anxiety that if the
faculty’s name is associated with an undergraduate thesis posted on a digital commons, then its
perceived quality may undercut the faculty’s academic standing. So concerned is the American
Historical Association about OA publication that it is promoting a six-year embargo on all history
Ph.D dissertations; argued in the language of protecting junior colleagues’ intellectual property
rights, its logic is specious and guild-centric and has been receiving considerable pushback
from librarians and scholars.7
In its own small way, the senior thesis class I teach is designed to break down some of these illadvised barriers to the dissemination of knowledge. EA 191 challenges the SPARC and AHA
hierarchical dynamic through its requirement that all seniors post their theses on
scholarship.claremont.edu. It grants privilege and power to student authors, gives them space to
assert their intellectual agency, allows them to enter the academic conversation, and, as Mary
Ferguson has come to see, maybe even alter some professorial paradigms. The class also
proposes that students have the capacity to produce and distribute their ideas and arguments
with the same kind of open access that many faculty profess to value in their professional lives.
Open Access empowers all scholars, not just those with a Ph.D appended to their last names.
Building from the Bottom, Up
Even as it confronts some of the guild-like qualities governing the source of knowledge and
information, EA 191 offers students a real-world immersion in the complicated processes by
which ideas are generated and then revised and then placed before an audience.
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The students develop research proposals in the spring of their junior year, rework these over the
summer even as (I hope) they are conducting relevant research into their topics to verify their
subject matter and to build the requisite data they will employ to sustain their arguments. Their
subjects are often drawn from a rich mix of personal fascination and academic experience
(some of which are derived from initial research while on program-specific study-abroad
programs), and as they wrangle this interdisciplinary array of material into manageable form and
narrative focus, they are by definition learning too that their need to be accountable for their
claims is part of the larger process by which they will remain active, life-long learners and
engaged citizens.
That said, they are not operating in a vacuum. The students are in constant dialog with their
faculty readers and their peers (and the course instructor). They are in contact with the librarians
in and out of class, safety nets that support their work but which are not designed to do more
than that. Indeed, the real goal is for the faculty to step back from the process, to be guides on
the side that allows for a relinquishing of authority that in turn encourages students to assert
their agency.
With that newfound power comes responsibility; with Open Access comes exposure. That is
also built into the course’s pedagogical ambitions, for OA creates a clarifying urgency that leads
these already ambitious students to dig deeper into primary and secondary sources, to think
harder about their meaning and value to their scholarship, and to argue more effectively and
write more forcefully. Underlying this engagement is a healthy mix of pride, drive, and ambition,
fear and anxiety, commitment, conviction, and uncertainty – a mixture that is no less a part of
every writer’s experience.
Assessing Student Success
Not all success can or should be measured by grades, but one of the surprising consequences
of integrating a significant library component into the class, with the added pressure of the OA
requirement, is that the average grade for EA 191 has declined:
2008 – 3.93
2009 – 3.73
2010 – 3.76
2011 – 3.43
2012 – 3.50
That may seem counter-intuitive, especially in an age of grade inflation, but in fact it is a logical
outcome of the course’s more robust set of interventions and requirements. Faculty readers
know the training students have received from the librarians on research, information literacy,
and attribution/citation – they have higher expectations for what the students can be expected to
accomplish and so have toughened up their standards even as the students themselves are
working at a higher level. The awarding of fewer solid As, in this case, actually means that
students are writing more effectively and that faculty are utilizing tougher evaluative rubrics.
A more rigorous assessment of student outputs is also underway. In conjunction with Claremont
librarians Booth, Stone, and Margaret Hogarth, the EA Program is conducting a rubric-based
assessment of undergraduate theses. Starting in the spring of 2013, a group of librarians and
EA-affiliated faculty meet for a norming session, discussing their reactions to a senior thesis
5

read in common. The group then sampled a random set of six theses each year from 2010 to
2012 across the Arts & Humanities, Social Sciences, & Sciences to score them relative to the
Claremont Colleges Library Information Literacy Rubric. In August 2013 the group will meet to
discuss results and plan responses to upgrade and/or tighten relevant elements of EA 191.
Scaling Up This Model?
It is not clear how easy it would be to replicate this model on other campuses under different
conditions. That is particularly true of the OA aspect of the class, its insistence that students
participate directly and publicly in academic debates. Among the most daunting impediments is
the faculty’s sense of power and privilege, the ingrained faith that their expertise grants them
authority over the construction of knowledge, its production, distribution, and consumption. This
resistance, conscious and unconscious, may be more likely at research universities than at
teaching-centered liberal-arts colleges such as the Claremont Consortium, but here too there is
often a reflexive privileging of the faculty’s primacy.
That clout is receiving scrutiny from another direction that OA librarians can make use of in their
efforts to integrate OA into campus culture. Over the past decade or so, accreditation
organizations have transformed how they evaluate the success of American colleges and
universities, and the metrics they now impose now longer focus on what classes faculty teach
(inputs) but on how they students learn and demonstrate that new knowledge (outputs). This
has had the healthy consequence of decentering faculty and (re)asserting the student
experience as the core of the educational enterprise. That being the case, these new rubrics
offer OA librarians a handy rhetorical device for opening up a conversation with departments
and programs about the possibility of advancing similarly integrative concepts in the classroom
and through OA posting of student research; every download signals at least in part that others
see value in a student project or thesis, a mark of how well these young authors have absorbed
and reflected on their education.
This principled effort to build a more open and inclusive academic environment as part of the
senior capstone process must come conjoined with a set of classroom experiences that make
full use of the skills, insights, and talents of information-literacy and digital librarians. If their
expertise is not built into a thesis class’ goals and objectives, if the values of OA are not
inculcated into the students’ experience as they research, write, and publish their theses, the
end results probably will not contribute substantively to the larger debates in the academy or the
community. We will have failed to empower this rising generation of writers and critics, and as
such the resulting theses might as well remain, as mine has, in a filing cabinet.
Revised: August 3, 2013
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